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GUNBOATS

SURRENDER
Colonel

received .before night
Mexican commander at the gap,
said he believed the delay was occasioned by an endeavor to get an
agreement from the Americans not to
use the gap, when repaired,, for military purposes. He had no official information to that effect, howeven

SUGGESTED THAT AUTHORITY BE
VESTED IN MINOR OFFICIALS

Izun-z-
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Arrested for Lea Majesty
San Antonio, July 14. Manuel Tre-vinan American citizen, and man,
ager and part owner of the electric
light plant at Matamoras, Mexico, has
been arrested by constitutionalists,
good.
charged with having committed acts
against the constitutionalist cause, according to a adispatch from Mata
moras. As a result of Trevlno's ar- BREAD
CRUZ
SAUNA
AND
rest the electric light plant Is inoperaHAZATLAN
FEDERALS HOLD
tive and the town Is In darkness. The
Matamoras authorities have requested
Be
Ask
J H. Johnson, the United States conto
Followers
Huerta's
Id Conference at Santa Rosalia,
sul, to have1 appointed another man
Rebels-Fede- ral
Troops Will All
Allowed to Join Cause of
ager for the plant.

AND

SO

SAVE RECOGNITION
;

Constitutionalists Sweeping Pacific Coast
of Mexico in Successive Victories.

ENDED

vcrse their altitude and accept the
teims of peaceful dissolution.
The possibility of any criminal act
being in violation of federal laws was
l;Pii;R considered by the department,
lut that phase of the case is apart
from the dissolution proceedings.
Certified copies of testimony and
exhibits of evidence gathered by the
commission's examined were on their
way by registered mail today to
attorneys in various jurisdictions
in New York, Connecticut and Rhode
Island, in which New Haven traasac-t.n- s
were carried out The testimony
and exhibits relate to such acts u tho
commission's examiners were on their
lawful, but on which the. state officer if any, muBt act
New Haven affairs were brought up
in the senate during a "prosperity"
debate between Senator Galt'nger, republican and Senator Thomas democrat The rep'ibl.can senator read a
chrplng teliin:; of the discharge of
shop hands In Wilmington, Delaware,
the democratic senator retorted
that his colleague might be more solicitous of those who had sufferc 1 ir
Nw Haven operations as discloseu In
lb? lntersta" commerce commission's

GIGANTIC

STRIKE

IMMINENT ON
RAILROADS

f'is-Iri- ct

WITH

tion trust bills struck another snag
In the senate committees today. The
interstate commerce commission was
tumble to agree whether the railroad
securities bill 'should merely provide
for supervision of the issue of stotks
and bonds, or go further and regulate
for what purposes funds could be
used. The judiciary committee spent
several hours discussing constitution
al questions of the Clayton omnibus
trust bill. Prospects of a joint session of the two committees to work
out a general program for embodi
ment into one bill were said to be

THAT

EXAMINATION

PROFESSES

MORGAN

SNAG FOR COMMITTEES
Washington, July 14 Administra-

fruit-- Cod

Joes not let It
grow on trees too weak
to hold it." Hugo.

CITY EDITION

SURPRISED

The

a

SORROW Is

14, 1914

OFF FOR HAITI
14-r-

WITH ANY HUERTA REPRESENTATIVE
CARRANZA DEMANDS

JULY

gunboat
Washington. July
Sacramento is steaming across the
Gulf of Mexico today for Guantanamo.
She left Puerto Mexico last night.
Rear Admiral Badger also reported
that the transport Hancock with 300
marines, was under order to sail today for the same destination, to await
development! in the revolutions in
the Dominic;
republic and Haiti.

REFUSING TO SANCTION CONFERENCE
'

C

u
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COMMERCE

ACCORD
COMMIS'

INVESTIGATION

SION'S

REFUSE

DIRECTORS

TO TALK

ROADS, EMPLOYING 55,000 ENGINEERS AND
FIREMEN, INVOLVED
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WAGE ULTIMATUM

EXPECTED

.

MELLEN

BRANDS
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CRIMINAL
BREACH

T

FOR
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TRIBUNAL

AS
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PART
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T

PROGRAM
FOR

PROSECUTION
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ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND

AND
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T

MILES OF TRACKS

MAY BE TIED UP

ALL LINES

WEST OF CHICAGO

FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MAY BE APPEALED TO
FOR

ARBITRATION

Senator Thomas quoted from the late
Chicago, July 14. Representatives
New York, July 14 While J. P, ,1. P.
Morgan's will, the word in whicn
reof
55,000 engineers and firemen on 98
Mcrgan and Company, consistently
the dead financier committed "my soul
western railroads today declared that
fused to discuss the report of the in- to the hands of my maker."
of
commerce commission severe'That will Is a fitting companion they would not accept arbitrationErd-ma- n
PERSUASION terstate
ly censuring the directors under the piece to the commission's report," con- their wage differences under the
administration of Charles S. Mellen cluded Mr. Thomas.
act, but would continue negotiations with their employes.
for "reckless and profligate" financial
It was also announced that the fireLEADER
OF AGITA opt.ratlons, estimated to have cost the
YOUTHFUL
Be Out of Guaymas in Few Days Huerta's Family
men and engineers had voted almost
from $65,000,000 to $90,- stockholders
JONES MIGHT Bt APPOINTED
AT
GIVES
UP
FIGHT
TORS
STRIKES
'
000,000, J. P. Morgan himself denies STEAMER
unanimously In favor of a strike
Santa Fe, July 14v The death of
Reported to Leave for Vera Cruz Today.
BLACKWELL'S ISLAND
excommission's
should
their requests be refused by
that
the
the
charge
Lurton
Court
Justice
again
Supreme
full
access
not
were
aminers
accorded
the
railroads.
TORPEDO BOAT
brings to the front the possibility of
Late today the state department re a New Mexico man
July
New York, July 14. A bread and to the firm's books bearing on the
Washington,
being given a
Will Refuse Arbitration
of- ceived advices that Huertas resigna
Correspondence made
in the presidents cabinet. It is water diet for 130 hours and a cement New Haven.
Huerta was not among the high
place
announcement that federal arThe
eo.
was certain within a day or,
told of Commiswell known and understood that the fioor for a bed yesterday
ficial Mexican refugees sailing from tion
brought public at Washington
TO CROSS bitration would be declined came afNAVAL
VESSEL
TRIES
ac- This developed after a conference be
the
chief
Vera Cruz on the liner Espagne.
president is inclined to appoint Sec- promises of good behavior from Frank sioner McChord's directing
ter a meeting attended by the conferBOWS OF GOVERNOR DING-LEtween Secretary Bryan and Minister
to cease the work as It
retary Lane to the cabinet and if he Tannenbaum, . the youthful Industrial examiner
cording to early dispatches today Suarez of Chile.
ence committee of the general manAND IS HIT
follows this inclination it is also al Worker of the World leader, and to "was useless."
from General Funston.
agers of the railroads and representaMorgan's Statement
most certain that First Assistant Sec- day Warden Hayes of the Blackwell's
The holding of the liner and the
tive of the employes.
Late last night, Mr. Morgan issued
Mexretary of the Interior A. A. Jones, will Island penitentiary promised to end
Victories
Me.. Ju-- y 14. The steam
hurried repair of the railroad io
The railroad managers were informPortland,
Sweeping
statement
In
thl3
reply:
Indihis stay in the solitary confinement
while
leaving
er
On Board United States Ship Cali- be named to succeed Lane.
Governor
ico City had heen taken aa an
ed
iDingley,
by W. S. Stone, head of the Brotn-erhoo- d
"The information with regard to the
to
cells.
i
was in collision with
harhor
cation that the dictator was about
the
of Locomotive Engineers and
fornia, Mazatlan, July 13 (by wireless
today,
commerce
withdrawal of the interstate
ar
which
Tannenbaum, who was sent to the commission's examiners
boat
Rodgers,
the
S.
flee with Adolfo de la Lama, Eslava to San Diego, Cal., July 14:) The conV.
torpedo
Carter, president of the Brotherfrom the exGeneral stitutionalists are
island for rawing a church, was one
detachment
a
with
last
rived
Locomotive Firemen and
hood
of
night
Ruiz, Querido Moheno and ,
sweeping the PaYET
OF
TRACE
amination of the books of our firm is
'who
fain-7of the ring leaders In the recent riots.
aboard. The Gover
of the result of the strike
cific coast of Mexico. Evacuations, oc
Maas, all of his official
intimation that I have had of naval militia
the
first
'
of insurgents has
dam
.the.nur.iw
little
ex
nor
the
vote..
,Wbile
and
armistices
was.apparently
sailed on the Espagne.
, '.
Dingley
..;.,
cupations,
;
that they have been recalled."- jw
decreased by a score, ' more than n
momentarily change of prisoners are everywhere
the differences
of
Various
aged.
puaises
Huerta's resignation
out
now
New1
Is
situation
WOMEN
The
Haven
MISSING
Offihundred were still holding out today
As she continued on her way to between the men and the railroads
reported to Rear Admiral Howard,
was expected in Mexico Ci.y.
of the interstate comhands
of
the
came up to the were discussed before the conference
for their "rights." All of these recial diplomatic dispatches from the commanding 'the American Pacific
merce commission and what action, Boston, the Rodgers
Include
in
cells.
mained
their
dictator
anchored
and
the
harbor
are
They
stated
Indications
the
that
fleet, and
adjourned. A joint committee of the
.(
federal capital
if any is taken on the recommendathe
struck
and turn within a week the federals will be in INTEREST CENTERS IN ARRIVAL the leaders of the insurgents, all of
steamer
torpedo
The
two
his
post
would
organizations of employes will
quit
tions that the directors be prosecuted,
probably
n
a
whom are in solitary confinement.
boat a glancing blow on her port side, discuss the situation this afternoon
AT ATLANTA OF MARSHALL
possession of only Mazatlan and
over his administration to his new
Hps with the department of justice
the naval vessel and It is expected that there will be
Cruz, among the important gar
minister, Francisco Carbajal,.
'
and the district attorneys in the Btates loosening a plate of
NELMS, THE BROTHER
to
leak
considerably. a further conference .with the genand causing her
risoned seaports.
in which the system has lines.
either today or Wednesday.
apparently eral managers' committee tomorrow.
Dinugley
Governor
The
on
At Santa Rosalia, a mining post
Prosecuting attorneys at New York,
Evidence that Huerta was, preparAtlanta, Ga., July 14. Interest in GRAND JURY TAKES UP
on the
the
to
Rodgers
Intended
ab- the outer coast
pass
Refusal to accept federal arbitration
his
Lower
California,
New
after
exit
pf
Boston. Hartford, New Haven,
the search for Mrs. Elolse Dennis and
ing an avenue of
Her
cap- was based by the Brotherhoods
so
and
on.
side
signalled.
report
constitutionalists
of
The
federals
and
received
work
had
and
in
other
London
At
the
seen
was
the
points
Miss Beatrice Nelms
dication
missing
wireless that condition that the railroads would not
CASE
later
MURDER
BAILEY
tain
reported
by
at
which
It
a
held
conference
communication
no copies of the evidence today.
yesterday
lanta women, today centered about the
storing through rail
crossed the Dingley's be bound by the result of such arbiCruz. It was decided to bury the hatchet arrival here of Marshall Nelms, who
Is understood, however, that copies arc the Rodgers
between Mexico City and Vera
he was able to stop In tration. On this point an officiaf statebow
that
but
WhitMexicon
and make joint cause with Carranza. hastened from San Francisco to conon the vfay. District Attorney
The, chief engineer of the
AC
to
avoid
a serious collision He ment given out by Carter reads:
.
HUSBAND
OF
DR.
CARMAN
is expected p sult his mother, Mrs." J. W. Nelms,
man, who has been in Newport was time
railway was sent from the capital The same procedure
no
but
the
federal
fouled
the
Rodgers
that
Bald
that
he
the
IN"On
supposition
BEFORE
'
at La Paz, another Lower of this city. Young Nelms left the CUSED WOMAN,
expected here today.
personally to supervise the repairing take place
was done to his vessel.
hoard of arbitration and conciliation
;
Directors." and former directors of damage
QUISITORS FOR TWO HOURS
of the gap in the line near the coasu California port, while at Guaymas, the train at a suburb and efforts to locate
will propose arbitration as directed by
use most Important point on the Gulf of him so far have failed.
the road generally have refused to disHuerta, it was believed, might
the present federal law, the engine-me- n
'
Mr.
been
has
It. was in an effort to save Marshall
Mineola, N: Y., July 14. The grand cuss the commissions report.
that route of departure. The railway California, an armistice
will necessarily reject any pro
admin ELKS ELECT PRESIDENT
was torn up after the occupation of agreed on to expire at midnight July Nelms from possible danger that his jury today took up the case of Mrs. Mellen however, under whose
to arbitrate because In all
position
'
14.
mother requested the assistance of Florence Carman, charged with the istration the alleged acts complained
Vera Cruz.
railroads have reput
arbitrations
rea
as
mer
branded
it
at
were
four
m6antlme
letof
commute,
In the
large
murder of Mrs. Louise Bailey,
the police. She had received a
With a crsis imminent, American
and have not
'
awards
ed
ACCLAMATION
arbitration
BY
ptrt of a political tribunal made for
'
officials and ..'envoys of the South chant vessels of the Naviera (Mexi ter, mailed at San Francisco July 3, Freeport two weeks ago.
bound
been
thereby."
and
it which she believed was written ,by Dr. Carman, husband of the accus political purposes.
American republics are untiring In can) are loading rapidly,
Demands
of
List
The full report of the present New
their efforts to bring about a transl- is expected all. federal troops will be Mrs. Dennis, in which her daughter ed, was before the Inquisitors for two
Some of the principal requests made
AMONG
COMPETITION
- tion of power in Mexico City without out of Guaymas within the next few intimated that she nad killed her sis hours.
District Attorney iSmlth said Haven directors is to meet in New LIVELY
the employes of tne roads were.
some
by
time
At
that
1915
on
tor
the
York
the
doctor's
her
with
satisfied
FOR
to
kill
exchange ter Beatrice and Intended
Thursday.
story
he was
DELEGATIONS
daysv Negotiations
further sacrifice of life."''"
in the rate of pay of engl.
Increase
Unconditional1' Surferidef
of prisoners began with the signing brother.
and did not ask him to waive immun statement bearing on the charges may
CONVENTION
firemen in all classes of
Ejee
apd,
issued.
"chief, in of the armistice.
Local police officials today confess ity. The chief point of the physi
Carranza, constitutionalist
'
tihat he
With its unmeasured denunciation of
Colonel Gomez of the Zanatista ed themselves beaten, in the hunt for cian's story was that his wife was up
4
notifying the United States
That the number of hours after
New Ha
Denver, July 14. Raymond Benja-. would not sanction
any conference forces, it is reported, has taken charge the misslne women. Efforts to di- stairs when the fatal shot ,was fired. the "maladministration,' of
was
elected,
which overtime will be paid la freight
California,
ot
min
"criminal
Napa,
and
affairs
financial
ven
of
constitutionalists
A
a
of
the
name
to
vhome
the
in the
Carman;
lawyer
diagram
with representatives of Huerta
rectly connect Victor Innes,
ruler of the Benevolent BC;rvlce be reduced from 10 to 8 and in
of Aculpo, a port of call for the Span- - ot Portland, Oregon, with the case SO Where the murder was committed was reelicence." of directors, the lnter- grand exalted
S hours.
draft.jieace plans, declared the
g and Protective Order ot Elks today hy passenger service from 10 to
!fdr have (ailed, the police say.
shown the Jury. Among the witnesses state commerce commission s
or the authorities lsh galleons from th Philippines.
a baslB
'to
raised
be
overtime
That
acclamation.
'
to be called were William tional report on its investigation of
General .Salido, tne federal com
In Mexico City today was the only
in 'freight service
were:
a
and
elected
half
time
of
was
officers
Other
lines
railroad
New
hard pressed
England
Bailey, husband of the slain woman; the
thing he. would accept He said ha mander there, has been
Grand Loyal Knight E. M. DICK- - and double time in passenger service.
committee
Mrs. Jennie Duryea, her mother; Miss today before the senate
could give ample assurances for the of late, and the last refugees reported
That engineers and firemen be paid
confor
Tucson, Arizona.
EJtMAN,
to
frame legislation
Madeline Bailey, a daughter, and Mrs. working
TODAY, IN CONGRESS
that he had been forced to make
guarantee of life and property.
W. F. an arbitrary 30 minutes preparatory
Knight
Grand
Lecturing
interlocking
railroad
financing,
a
of
cousin.
to
trol
William Kimball,
While Washington officials have In daily levies of cash and rations
Wisconsin.
time for each trip instead of comput
While the grand Jury was in session directorates and otaer subjects con- SCU AD, Milwaukee,
dicated they would take no steps to support his small garrison.
FREDERICK C. ing service continuously from actual
Grand
.'".Secretary
the
noon.
in
Mrs.
out
investigation.
cerned
was
Met
at
a statement
Senate:
given
by
Both federal and constitutionalist
Interfere with the revolution, yet the
time of reporting for duty.
Administration supporters declared ROBINSON, Dubuque, Iowa.
Debate was resumed on the trust Carman 'through her attorney, George
r constitutionalists have been notified generals at Guaymas- expressed pro
A.
made
CHARLES
for
be
'
allowances,
That",
of
Treasurer
recommendations
Grand
of
the
com- bills.
that many
'
Levy. She said In part:
that recognition would not be extend-- ' fuse thanks to the American
delays im addition to payment
the commission agreed perfectly with WHITE, Chicago.
- "I ask that judgment be suspended
House: Met at' noon.
ed to them- if success marked their mander there for his assistance in neC. for the miles or the hours of the trlp.
THOMAS
Guard
trust
Wilson's
Grand
of
How-ard'- s
Inner,
president
A resolution to continue last year's until the entire truth In regard to the portions
entrance into Mexico City.
gotiating the armistice. Admiral
That the differen'tiak paid for runDONOHUE, New London, Conn.
strict policy of neutrality won appropriations until new ones can he murder of poor Mrs. Bailey becomes legislation program.
One plan suggested for transfer of
counted.
not
Vote
Act
to
Justice
Grand
ning Mallet engines be Increased.
Tyler
Department of
to the constitutionalists was the confidence of both contesting par- provided was introduced but delayed krown.-- ' I am satisfied that the truth
CAL KINGSLEY,
That the differentials between loaffairs
Trustee
Haven
Grand
New
' power
in
next
The
am
when
I
step
free,
will come out. and
by Republican Leader Mann.
the resignation of "Huerta or the ad- ties.
deand through frefelit service be in
cal
Iowathe
Waterloo,
Debate was resumed on the confer Dr. Carman and myself will never rest however, was expected from
The destroyers Whipple, Truxtun
ministration that succeeded him, leavits
lost
creased.
from
allegpractically
Seattle
today
of
Apart
justice.
in and Paul Jones left today for the esce report on the legislative bills.
until the assassin of Mrs. Bailey is partment
liing police power over the capital
That two firemen be employed on
contest for the 1915 reunion of the
'
ed violation of laws of states and
violation found.
the hands of local minor authorities. Mare Island navy yard, via San Diego, Bills fixing penalties for
'
of
Order
Elks,
Protective
Benevolent
engines regardless
directors,
Haven's
large
New
"This terrible punishment has been ability of the
of the railroad hours of service law
Members of the revolutionary Junta to be overhauled.
or length of the run,
the
character
of
1 over which Attorney General McRey-nold- s when the grand lodge overwhelmingly
me
of
for
to
the
suspicion
meted out
and to extend federal Inspection,
rein Washington, who made the sug?eshas said the federal statutes oted to meet the week of July 12, the tonnage hauled or the work
were introduced by the permitted to crowd out the love 1 hold
were
on Railroad
locomotives
At
course
Work
if
that
that
said
meet
tion,
w
quired of the firemen.
theerby rejecting a proposal to
'
for mv hdsband. My little babv has.havo no control, the department
Vera Cruz, July 14 Army and navy interstate commerce commission.
pursued, Carranza could then enter
iu the Washington city the week of
According to the conference comj concerned chiefly in the commission's
home
of
to,
the
sent
teen
strangers,
in
to capital .and assume control, avoid- officers who Journeyed to the gap
characteriz-death- .
mittee
of managers representing the
4.
acts
the
all
that
July
MISTAKEN FOR DEER
the railway line today in the belief
My mother is lying at the point of findings
was made that the railroads' compliance with the req i- i
were for
ing any recognition of Huerta that
nrooosal
The
unlawful"
and
!
as
innocent
cannot
1
and
am
"corrupt
Mistaken
14.
ex that General Huerta was a passenger
San Francisco, July
would increase the
might be implied by acceptance of
his hunt- - derstand why everything said about the purpose of setting up a monopoly Elks' reunion might not conflict with, of the employes
more than I' V
ecutive power directly from him or on the morning train, were disappoint- in the thick underbrush by
roads
tha
scheduled
statutes.
of
rolls
Shrlners
federal
of
pay
the
the
of
so
In
want
gathering
violation
distorted.
All
a
I
me has been
ed.
ing companion, Elmer Cox, Jr., as
53 per cett.
a minister suceeding him.
12.
or
lOOC.flOO
nas
of
week
laKen
approximately
the
Seattle
for
July
A
The department of justice
T Prnn!a
n wall Vnown olnhlta fntr nlav.
A force of laborers is at the , Mexi Aa-Carranza at Saltillo
the
contest
of
a
The
suit
employes
request
dissolution
lively
'that
In
j
'was
to
its
view
began
Thereupon
is
man'
be gleaned from
against
shot and dan
of this city,
"Still, comfort
can side of the gap ready to repair
Reports from Consular Agent
which probably for the Elks 1015 convention meeting a genera! revislm of fl.e rules cover oititiqW TOnnnrlprt Inst Runav In Ma 'mv tios itlon. for my husband and I the Kew Haven system
awaits
actual
work
specific
his
but
moved
it,
has
Carranza
say
It
Los AbpcIps, Buffalo and 5n!t.
u-nnf tho, dprident'invp PBfh other more than ever be-- vtll be filed with'n the next few;
nfv(
'
provisional capital to Monterey fromj orders from the capital.
ofScials re- - LuU c;ty apparently lS-g- .
railroad
the
unless
fore."
.days,
.;
It is assumed that the order will be was received here today.
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yet the estimated cost of the project had planned a diversion ot
second feet, the storage of
About 80,000
project is $1,779,350.
acre feet and the reclamation of
acres are to he reclaimed and an
feet high, 1,109 feet ong at the 120,000 acres. The diversion of the
000 acre feet was originally asked for, consolidated project was limited to
r 300,000 acre
feet subject to prior
B. Melville of Denver, and Floyd
the
are
rights of the United States through
of Salt Lake City, Utah,
the Carlsbad project and also of the
other officer of the company.
The diversion dam in the Pecos la Las Vegas grant board. The past year
to be concrete The headgates too and a half State Engineer James A.
are of concrete. There are to be sup- French has been taking careful measof the Pecos
plementary storage dams and an urements of the flow
available for the recwater
and
dam
a
finds
which
for
reservoir
equalizing
Mr.
100 feet high, 1.109 feet long at the lamation of only 60,000 acres.
ot
extension
for
asked
McCann
has
are
bottom
at
feet
the
400
top and
to be built to hold the water in Lake time in which to begin work on the
verUrton, a natural reservoir site. This project, in accordance with the
reservoir is to hold 146,500 acre feet bal agreement entered into a year
The main canal is to be 38 miles long. and a halt ago, which was made to
The application for the water was give the state time to take the measat first rejected by the then state urements of the flow of the riven.
The diversion dam of the Fort Sumengineer but the board of water
later consolidated this ner Land and Irrigation company Is
Luna reser also to be rebuilt It was washed
project with the
J.
McCann
or
D.
project That out by recent floods and supplied a
voir,
$60,020,

EIGHTYTHQUSAND
ACRES IN NEW

ap-10- 0

--

FORT SUMNER IRRIGATION PROJECT WILL BE PUSHED TO
RAPID COMPLETION
M.
Santa Fe, July J 4.
Lake
Urton
tbe
of
A. Otero, president
Land and Water company, after
with Governor McDonald and
Land Commission R. P. Ervlen, 1 renewing activities to put through the
gigantic Irrigation project under the
Carey act at Fort Sumner, Guadalupe
county. While the capitalization is
only $250,000 and the paid in capital

considerable acreage with water.

203,-70-0

Big-le-

PROJECT

JULY

14,

1914

beautiful views were greatly applauded. Especially fine was the closing
view which shows General Lew Wallace accepting Christ as the result of
his conversion while writing the book,
the well authorized tradition being
that Wallace,- - who was an agnostic,
became a believer through writing
"Ben Hur.",

If yoa have neglected your kidneys
and suffer from backache, weak back,
headache, rheumatism and distressing
bladder weakness, you will find Foley
Kidney Pills to be the honestly made,
healing and curative medicine you
need to give you back your health
and strength. They are tonic in action, quick to give good results. They NOT1CS TO WHOM IT MAY
O. O. Schaefer and
will help you.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Nonce is nereny given to wnom tt
"BEN HUR" IN FILM
bay concern that Daniel 7 Hosklns,
Colonel Ralph the undersigned, was appointed on the
Santa Fe, July
B. Twitchell, in the assembly room lth day of June, A D. 19U Adminof the Old Palace, exhibited the slides istrator of the estate of Edward T.
that will illustrate his lecture, "The Plowman deceased, and a'.', persons
Man and the Book, or Lew Wallace having claims against the estate of
and Ben Hur," which he will deliver sal.1 Edward T. Plowman, deceased,
for the first time before the summer will present the same within the rims
session of the New Mexico Institute prescribed by law.
DANIEL T. H03KIN3.
of Science and Education. The asAdministrator.
sembly room was crowded and the
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JULY SHOE SALE

CON-CER-

lltre

the offerings In
Shoes, worth from S3.50 to
Satin Pumps;

Women's

I

it

$4.50

pair:

Satin Colonial Pump;
Patent Ankle Strap;
White Nubuck Sandal;
Brown Suede Oxford; and

Patent Baby Doll Pump.
All sizes in nearly all width

In flock.

Take your choice, pair

MEN'S $4.00 OXFORDS $2.25

--

Crossett and Douglas Oxfords, button,
or lace, in gunmetal and patent, tan
and black. Each pair worth from
13.50 to $4.50; nearly all sizes. Special
this week

"V

t

BETTER

BABIES

COMPETITION

ill
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SEASON'S RAREST CLOTHING SALE
Fashion's Greatest Favorites

J

ADLE

R-RjGC- HE

STERXtOTH ES

AT SPECIAL JULY REDUCTION PRICES
This is the most distinctive, the most important sale of Men's
and Young Men's quality clothes of the whole Summer Season.

It comes at a time when men everywhere are intensely interested.
It is the- ONE sale of the Summer that is eagerly awaited and
-

overwhelmingly patronized.

STRAW HATS
FANCY BRAID, PLAIN AND SOFT
VALUES, $2.00, $230, $3.00

Tbese Reduced Prices

ANY HAT IN THE STORE

Assure a Clean Sweep

COME EARLY, COME FIRST

STRAW-ACTU- AL

SALE PRICE

Will

$18.50
16.75
15.00
13.65
12.00

10.00
8.00

buys
buys
buys

buys
buys
buys
buys

finest
finest
oiir finest
our finest
our finest
our finest
our finest

our
our

$27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00
18.00

i5.oo
12.00

SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT

Bostonian Dress Shoes for Men

lummer Shirts
$1.50 and some $2 values
NOW $1.15

$1.25 value - - NOW 95e

100 pairs of Oxfords

come in black andltan
fromer price $4.00 and $5.00. Sale Price

tALORIGGAC)

UHDEElia

.

$2.98

39 Cents
Buys 50c and 75c Values

Remember this sale starts Saturday 9 a. m.; and doses July 26th
JULY

njTOJULY 26

ulsLtiS u

This coupon is worth 25c with
any purchase above $1.00

mmn nmm

CORRECT GARMENTS FOR MEN
EAST LAS VEGAS, - - NEW MEXICO

store

I

pecting to arrive in Santa Fe in time
for the Americanist Congress in October. He also advises the School
of American Archaeology that Miss
Bayly, one of his ipupfls and a grad
uate of ,Oxford, will vteit Santa Fe
shortly.

AT FAIR
OF TOTS TO BE EN
TERED AT STATE EXPOSI-

HUNDREDS

TION

FILES CHARTER
Santa Fe. July 14. The Cosack Min
ing comany, which has resiumed mining operation in the camp of Bland
in the Cochiti district, Sandoval coun
ty, 30 miles west of Santa Fe, today
filed its charter, which was granted
in Arizona, with the state corporation
Its.
is
commission.
capitalization
flOO.OOO and D. O. MacKellar is Its
statutory agent with headquarters at
Bland. The Good Luck Mining company of Lake Valley, Sierra county,
certified to a change in statutory
agents from J. H. Latham to T. J.
It is a New Jersey
MINE COMPANY

IN OCTOBER

Albuquerque, July 14. Babies In
dozens and scores and hundreds, gath
ered from every nook and corner of
the state, are to form one of the re
markable exhibits at the New Mexico
State fair In October. The baby who
wins the grand prize, as the cham
pion infant in this display, will be in
a fair way to he not only famous but
rich.
"The better babies competition" Is
the way the managing committee of
ladies have dubbed what mere man
would call a "baby 6how.' When the
state fair commission picked the la
dies, by merest chance they picked
from the chairman right through the
list ladies who are enthusiastic cham
pions of the cause of eugenics. When
these ladies saw proof sheets of the
State fair premium book and found
that bigger money prizes were being
offered for fat cattle and fine sheep
and blooded pigs than for prize babies, they had a series of fits.
"What!" they exclaimed, "give a bigger money prize to the champion calf
than to the champion baby of New
Mexico! Never! We want that pre
mium list revised."
And revised it was until now the
baby who wins first will have a substantial bank account, to say nothing of silver cups and gold plates and
things. .The Albuquerque woman's
club will give the champion babyNa
bank account, the money to be placed
to the child's credit in a reliable bank
there to remain at compound interest
until the child is ot school age. The
BafTR" will
get the deposit which gives
The biggest cash prize to the baby
show. This, explain the ladies, is not
a hold-up- .
For, look at the advertising the bank will get which lands this
deposit.
To the fair baby stakes and the
numerous cups and prizea are added
the contributions of the politicians.
Elfego Baca, candidate for the repub
lican nomination for congress, started
it with two silver loving cups to be
given to the "prize sraca of twins.
Candidates and near candidates since
have been falling over themselves
since to swell the list. Mothers of
infants under three years of age are
writing tothe fair secretary from all
parts of the state for copies of the
premium hook.
How to Wed HappVly.
Princeton, N. J. "To assure happy
marriages all applicants for marriage
licenses should file declarations of Intentions a month before the license is
panted," said Prof. R. M. Boss, la a
lecture on social economics.

Mc-Ken-

GRAND JURY BUSY IN CHICAGO
Chicago, July 13. Two grand Jury
Investigations of the affairs of the de-

funct La Salle Street Trust and Savings bank were on here today. The
state grand jury, summoned Friday,
opened Its inquiry into the solvency
of the hank and the federal grand
jury called by Judge Landls, directed
its investigation to the conduct of the
hank while it was a national institu- tion, before its liquidation and reorganization Into a state bank.
MEDAL OF HONOR

MEN

Atlantic City, July 14. One of the
most notable gatherings of men seen
at this resort in a long time men
who have. been officially recognized
by congress for acts of great heroism
during the civil war,, the Spanish wart
and at other times assembled here
today for the opening session of the
annual convention of
twenty-fourtthe Army and Navy Medal of Honor
Tomorrow officers will be
Legion.
elected, and there will be a banquet,
at which several prominent military
and naval men will be among the
speakers.
h

HELPLESS AS BABY
Down in Min

j ' Unable

to Work,

and Wnat Helped Her;
Summit Point, W. Va. Mrs. Annl
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape, was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardui, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 43
years years old, out feel as.
good as i did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing-mmind, and 1 feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish 1 had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could;
make them know the good it would
do-the-

If you suffer from any of the ailments:
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
COMING
your while to give Cardui a trial.
Santa Fe, July 14. Dr. W. W. Mar-e- tt worth
It has been
weak women for.
of Exeter college, Oxford, Eng- more than 50 helping
years, and will help you,,
too.
land, one of the most renowned
and author of scientific
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it I
ff'n ts Chattanoora Medicine Co., Ladies1 m
works, writes Dr. Edgar L. Hewett
for Santa Idriiorr Dept., Chattanooga, Twin., for
that he
left
ANTHROPOLOGIST

has

Eengiand

Fe, going via India and Australia,

cx- -

r
Initmctitmt on your case ana
book, "Horn
Treatment (ot Women," In ptaio wrapper. NO. ) ai
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Planning for the

LITTLE BOY HAS
EYE FROM PIG
IS

THERE-MONTH-

ASSURING

PERFORMED
ON
OLD INFANT,

SIGHT

14. MayBaltimore, Md., July
be the first operation of ia kind in
this country was performed at a local
''Among; those things which all women hospital when the cornea of a pig's
should know of, and many of them do,
ia a splendid external application aold eye was grafted on the eighties. eye
In most drug stores under the name of of a
boy. It was said
Mother's Friend."
It Is a penetrating that previous operations, in which rabliquid and many and many a mother tells bits' eyes had been used, were unsuchow it so wonderfully aided them through
the period of expectancy. Its chief pur- cessful, but that experiments with
pose Is to render the tendons, ligaments pigs' eyes had led scientists to believe
and muscles so pliant that nature's ex- that
were more" adaptable. Two
pansion may be accomplished without the casesthey
are said to be on record where
Intense strain so often characteristic of
the period of expectancy.
the grafting of human cornea gave
"Mother's Friend" may therefore be
to totally blind eyes.
considered as indirectly having a splendid sight
In the operation the pig was chloroInfluence upon the early disposition of
the future generation.
formed, the eyeball taken out and
Whatever induces to the ease and com-fe- rt the cornea cut from it. An extraordiof the mother should leave Its Impress
narily She needle and fine silk were
upon the nervous system of the baby.
At any rate It la reasonable to believe used in sewing the cornea in place.
that since "Mother's Friend" has been a The
eye will remain bandaged for
companion to motherhood for more than
half a century it must be a remedy that about a week.
women have learned the great value of.
Ask at any drug store for "Mother's
Banking Concern's Assets Small.
Friend." a penetrating, external liquid
Chicago. A Canadian nickel, a penof great help and value. And write to
BradDeld Regulator Co., 402 Lamar Bldi.. ny, a desk, several chairs and a safe
Atlanta, Oa., for their book of Useful containing some bonds of small value
and timely Information.
were found to be the total assets of

FRENCH

NATIONAL

the American Banking association,
when John W. Worthington, Its president, was brought before a referee in
bankruptcy.

HOLIDAY

Paris, July 14. The French national fete, marking the anniversary
of the fall of the hastlle, was celebrated today throughout the country
in the traditional manner. As in former years the leading event of the
day was the grand military review at
Longchamps, which was attended by
President PoHncare and the minister
of state. AU the theaters of Paris
gave free performances this afternoon
and there were concerts In all the
parks. Under the auspices of the patriotic organizations the Strausbourg
staue In the Place de la Concorde and
other national memorials in the capital were decorated with flowers.

Health Restored by
Eckman's Alterative
Glandular trouble, very frequently
by physicians as "Tuberculosis In
tlie Glands," has been found to yield to
Ei'kman's Alterative when othir treatments did not brine relief. Eckman's
Alterative Is a medicine which during
the punt fifteen years ban brought about
many recoveries even in a number of
supposed hopdesR cases. Read this:
257 Laurlston St., Phlla., Pa.
In March, 1000, my doc"Gentlemen:
tor pronounced my case "Tuberculosis In
a number of operations
and
Glands."
tiie
tu a hospital fulled to benefit me. In the
meantime a friend of mine advised EckThe wounds In my
man's Alterative.
neck were still open and In a frightful
condition when I started to take It. After
using two bottles I found I wag Improving, having gained weight, could eat and
was able to sleep. I continued using it
until I was well, which wns In November,
1910.
On November 11, 1910, I started to
work, and since that time I have not lost
one day's work through sickness. I highly
recommend Eckman'B Alterative to anyone who is suffering from Gland trouble."
JOREPH B. WHITE.
(Affidavit)
abbreviated; more on request.)
iAbove
kmnn's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,

WATER RESERVATIONS IN STATE
Santa Fe, July 14. The first presidential reservation of lands in New
Mexico as public water reserves un-

der the act approved June 25, 1910,
and amended August 24, 1912, covers
1,440 acres and is known as Public
Water Reserve No-- 21 and New Mexico Water Reserve No. 1. The lands
withdrawn tojr President Wilson's
proclamation, portions of the public
domain with springs and water holes
and a complete list of these withdrawals, 17 ia all, was received by
the United States land office here toThese withdrawals are made
day.
with the idea of preserving the water
to the public range rather than letting it pass into private ownership.
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GOAL AN
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THREE

Mite.

n

WOMEN

FACTS FOR WOMEN

bead-ache-

The average yoman wh

CARRIES

WAGON

CITROLAX
CITROLAX
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN

Finest physic in the world for children. They love to take it it tastes
like lemonade. It Is mild and suits
their sensitive organs. It is thorough
and keeps their systems cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. It does the
too. An Ideal
same for grown-ups- ,
laxativa O. O. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

TO WHOM

IT MAY

the

between,

tric

flat iron walks the
miles

228

,
stove

kitchen

steps

and the Ironing board, by using ONE elec-

Iron, which keeps hot ALL the time, and does ALL your ironing,

In-

stead of two tad irons.
It costs about 15c a week to Iron electrically.
With a Williams Electric Iron, cool, contented ironing day comfort Is
assured

no matter how

fagging the weather.

We are offering Williams Electric Irons

like your friends have bought

for the remarkably low Introductory price of

$1.98

rons generally sell for $3.50, sometimes $5.00. The
Williams Irons are fully guaranteed

COME IN TODAY
ELECTRIC

IRONS.

SEE

A DEMONSTRATION

$1.08

OF THE WILLIAMS

are under no obligation to purchase

You

Get ope

on a Tree trial.

"ALWAYS

AT YOUR SERVICE"

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT

AWAY

NOTICE

old fashioned

With a modern electric iron you can save these unnecessary

c.

Santa Fe, July 14. Jack Simmono
and a government surveyor camped in
an arroyo at Saus near Abbott, Mora
county, a few nights ago. They left
their wagon standing in the bed of
the arroyo and in the morning when
they looked for their wagon they
found that flood during the night had
washed it away, together with double
harness and all the. equipment.

an-

EVERY YEAR.

mm.

FLOOD

uses

equivalent of the distance between Laa Vegas and Pueblo

J

THE BOXERS.

John Willie, the Chicago heavyweight, who has been out of the game
for some time, has got the "come back."
germ in his system.
From all accounts, the recent London bout in which Bomb Wells defeat'
ed Colin Bell was a "ham" fight from
firs to last
Up steps Philadelphia Jack O'Brien
and says as how he wants a muss with
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Tommy Burns, the bout to take place
Colds and in upbuilding the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
in Australia.
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
and write to Eckman
Willie Beecher, the New York lightof recoveries,
laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evihas been matched to box Joe
bh
e
weight,
dence. For
by all leading druggists
and E. G. Murphey and Red Cross Azevedo In San Francisco on Labor
day.
Drug company.
,
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MANAGERS IN SESSION

Duluth, Minn., July 14v Duluth is
entertaining for three days the
seventh annual convention of building managers. Owners and superintendents of large buildings in many
of the leading cjties of the country
Made Well By Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's are in attendance. The subjects
scheduled for discussion at the conVegetable Compound. vention
include efficiency in office
Philadelphia, Pa. "I had a severe building, the care of apartment buildcase of nervous prostration, with palpi ings, office building bonds, Income
tation of the heart, tax law, fire prevention, workingmen's
s,
constipation,
compensation, and the valuation of
dizziness, properties.
noise in my ears,
timid, nervous, restless feelings and
Automobile stage line to Mora trisleeplessness.
Tuesday, Thursday and Satweekly,
" I read in the paper where a young urday, leaving Las Vegaa postoffice
woman had been 8 a. m arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
cured of the same Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
troubles by taking 5:45 p. m. Fare for round
trip, $5;
Lydia E. Pinkham's one way, $3. Round
tickets good
Vegetable Compound so I threw away for one week. H. B. trip
Hubbard, Prop.
the medicines the doctor left me and began taking the Compound. Before I 419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.
Adv.
had taken half a bottle I was able to sit
up and in a short time I was able to do
all my work. Your medicine has proved
itself able to do all you say it will and I ALIENIST CONGRESS IN CHICAGO
have recommended it in every household
Chicago, July 14. Mental diseases
I have visited." Mrs. Mart Johnston, in all their var'ouj, phases are to be
210 Siegel Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
discussed at a congress of alienists
and neurologists which assembled in
Another Bad Case.
Ephrata, Pa. "About a year ago I tHs city today under the auspices of
was down with nervous prostration. I ihe Chicago Medical
society. The conwas pale and weak and would hav ry-teri- c
will continue four days. The
gress
spells, sick headaches and a bad attendance embraces
delegates apI was
pain under my shoulder-h!Junder the care of diflferoi t doctors but pointed by the governors of nearly
did not improve. I was so weak I could all the
states, anion? them beinir
hardly stand long enough to do my dishes. medical men' of national reputation.
Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made me well and happy and
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
I have begun to gain in weight and my
face looks healthy now." Mrs. J. W.
34th season of this famous
Hornberger, R. No. 3, Ephrata, Pa.
resort. Carriage out every Sat
If you want special advice write to urday morning, returnW following
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (conf- Friday; charge, Including passage
idential) Lynn, Mass. lour letter will both ways $10.
Special rates for long
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence. er time. Address East Las Veeas.
Box B.
Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

TWO NERVOUS

Stork's ArrWd

OPERATION

JULY

CON-CER-

Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Sylvester F. Hem-lethe undersigned, was appointed
on the 6th day of July, A. D. 1914,
Executor of the Estate of Eliza Ann
Hemler, deceased, and all persons
having claims against the Estate of
said Eliza Ann Hemler, deceased, will
present the same within the time
prescribed by law.
July 6. 1914.
'
SYLVESTER F. HEMLER,
Executor.

POWER

r,

01

C
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STATE MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
Santa Fe, July 14. The board of
medical examiners was in session to
day to examine candidates for license
to practice medicine in New Mexico.
The board consists of W- - D. Radcliffe,
L.
Rice, W. E. Kaser, J. O. Moir,
James A. Massie, W. T. Joyner and 0.
V. Hackney.

v-v.-

.

-

a

Eases Torment of Asthma and Hay
Fever
For the discomfort and misery of
asthma and hay fever use Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound. It puts a
healing, soothing coating over the
swollen, tickling membranes, and eases the thick and choking sensation.
Helps you to breathe eaBlly and nat
urally. Ia the yellow package. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Oh, you old
I
jimmy pipe
"Lead me to it" sav men in all wallra

Adv.

Iff

'

&;88&$5&C..

:V--

S

rf I5f

since they've found out that Prince Albert
tobacco can't bite the tongue and can't parch

the throat.
CAPITAL

'Lead me to it" you'll say just as quick as
you invest in a tidy red tin and find out firsthand just how good P. A. is as a pipe or

SURPLUS

PAID IN

t1C0,000.M

I50,000.tt

cigarette tobacco

rli

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

I. M. Cunningham. Preside it.
t.
Frank Springer,

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WU
BS.

D. V.

O.

.Vie

President

Trasurei

HOSS3NI

Interest Paid On Deposits

AL1EIST
the national joy smoke

brought thousands and thousands of old
jimmy pipes out of the garrets. It has revo-

-

j

At,

'

lutionized pipe and cigarette smoking !
That's because Prince Albert is made by a patented

.

-

process that cuts out the "grouch" and just lets in
the sunshine ! Never in your life have you hit such
flavor and fragrance and freshness!
.P; A. in a jimmy pipe or roll up the corking-es- t
main s cigarette you ever put fire
to. It's all one
and the same thing just good for what ails your
smokappetite ! And it rolls up so dead easy. Being
nughty fresh, it just stays put and doesn't blow
s.
away or run away like the
And, you know, today's the day!

.

r

:

-

-

M

dojf-brand-

.President

HA TOOMW. KXLLT

!

I

Bay Princ Albert evmrywhtr. Toppy rW
bag, Sci tidy rW tint, 10c aUo handsoma
d
humidor.
pound and

V'

half-poun-

R. J. REYNOLDS TOSACCO CO., Winston-Salem- ,

N. C

II

'

1

'

'
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generally gefting the fear of God in
Is the day coming
their hearts?
when the immunity of wealth will oe
no longer all powerful? ''
Once, a very wise man, the wisest
perhaps of his generation in the mat
ter of letters, James Russel Lowell,
wrote,

JULY

1914

14,

the railroads today. A. W. Trenholm,
general manager of the Chicago, St. HOME RULE BILL SENT
Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha railway,
chairman of the managers' committee,
TO HOUSE OF COMMONS
ESTABLISHED 1879
and other members of the committee
.
wer present.
.
..
,;
It was announced by W. 8. Carter MARQUIS OF CREWE CALLS FOR
Published1 by
fro the employes that the vote of the. -- - PATIENCE AND FORBEAR-,"- .
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
(Incorporated)
.,, ANCE IN MATTER
"They enslave their children's was 97.27 per cent In favor of a strike
children, who make compromise and that the vote of the Brotherhood
London, July 14 The house of lords
.Editor.
. M. PADGETT...
of Locomotive Firemen and Engine-mewith sio."
of the
was 99 2 per cent in favor of a today' passed the third reading
bill to amend the Irish home rule
Does this report constitute a par- strike.
bil and sent It across to the house
tial fulfillment of his prophesy?
o- There Is Healing in Foley Kidney Pills of commons for consideration.
The ball game Sunday afternoon , You need a mighty good medicine if
In its closing stages In the upper
Entered at the poatofflce at East
the Maroons some thirty odd once your kidneys are exhausted by
cost
Vegas, New Mexico for tran
house
the Marquis of Crewe, the libIt' will not take many repe- neglect and overwork, and you have
lsaloa through the United Bute dollars.'
eral
took part In the debate
leader,
titions of the experiment to bankrupt got It in Foley Kidney Pj'lfl.. Their
alia M eecond class matter.
tonic.
and
on
the
bill
is
and
action
the
what
prompt, healing
Indirectly promised
the organization. Is that
fans of Las Vegas want? Will it be Sound health and sound kidneys fol- that the attainment of an amendment
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
for the town low their use. Try them. O. G. in regard to the elimination of the
a
?
Dally, by Carrier
when'
known that there Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. time limit by which the counties of
.o
dopy
Adv.
Ulster were allowed to vote on the
are'nof'etidiigh lovers of the sport
M here to enable the team tD breakeven
Oae Week
question of their exclusion for a' peM on a
On Month
on its own. grounds?
CLAFLIN CREDITORS MEET
riod of six years from the operation
game
f 80
Ob Year
o
New York,
July 14. Announce of the home rule bill would not prove
Dally, by Mall
A lightning calculator, name not giv ments for a meeting of the creditors difficult
18.00
One Tear (In advance)
has put forth a statement to the of the H. B. Claflin Company to be
He said, however, that the area of
en,
S.00
Six Uontha (In advance)
Association of Clothing De held in the ball roo mof an uptown the portion of Ireland to be excluded
National
7.00
One Tear (In arrears
signers that American men expend ho! el Friday morning July 24, were had been so greatly enlarged by the
.,. 1.75
dx Months (in arreart)
a year for clothing. Aa sent out yesterday. A statement of unionists that it would be a vexed
$600,000,000
there are nearly 100.000,000 of per- the assets and liabilities so far as they and critical question. The unionists,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
will have been ascertained will be he argued, had failed to find how they
sons in the United States at least
GROWER
of them are wearers of men's presented together with all available proposed to meet the inevitable objec$1.00
Me Tetx
apparel, the expenditure would aver information, to the 1,500 mercantile tions to exclusion of the Roman CathLOO
Six Montha
olic counties of Ulster and their
age about $24 each; a sum that seems creditors.
more like the simple life than a nafriends elsewhere in Ireland.
tion of Beau Brummels.
The marquis concluded by asking
NEW ALTITUDE RECORD
(Cash In Advance for Mall
rec-oro
new
world's
A
14
for
the exercise of patience and forJuly
Lelpsic,
Subscription.)
for altitude for an aeroplane was bearance and firmly hoping for a sucRemit by check, draft or money
established here today by Heinrlch cessful solution.
erder. If tent otherwise we will not
The Marquis of Landsdowne, the
e responsible for loss.
Oelrich, aGerm an aviator, who rose
on
in his biplane 7,500 metres, or approxi- unionist leader, reiterated that nothfree
application
Specimen copies
(Continued From Page One.)
mately 24.606 feet, nearly four and ing short of the unionist amendments
ing compensattoa.
three-quartmiles.
could avert the Immediate peril that
continued
The
nearly
AT
negotiations
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
world's record ,6,600 was threatening. He said this was
official
The
three months prior to June 1, when
EXPIRATION OF TIME
the conferences were" suspended pend- nitres, or approximately 21,654 feet, his explanation t the remand for
PAID FOR
vote of the had been established only on July 9 the total exclusion of the province of
ing theHttklng of the
the employes en the 'question of a strike. at Johannisthal by Otto LInnekogel, Ulster, and he complained that the
Advertisers are guaranteed
airman.
government had given the unionists
A. WVTrennoim, 'general manager of another German
circulation
largest dally and weekly
no assistance whatever In the task
W any newspaper in northern New the Chicago, St.! "Paul, Minneapolis
STARS
of
PACIFIC
TENNIS
the
of
averting civil wait,
chairman
Omalia
and
Mexico.
railway;
At the suggestion of the Marquis of
New York, July 14. Maurice E.
conference' 'committee of the railway
managers' .said that the next move in McLoughlin, the national tennis cham- Crewe the bill was read a third time
TELEPHONES
the negotfations was up to the em pion arid the anchor man of the Uni- without a vote being taken.
Main 2
utlneia Office
ployes."' He said the managers' com- ted States Davis cup defending team,
Main 2 mittee would await a formal statement together with Thomas C. Bunday, his
Newt Department
of the '"present requests of the em partner In the national doubles, arAuto Livery See me for prices.
official notification of the rived here today from San Francisco. Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
and
ployes
JULY
14,
1914;
TUESDAY,
The players probably will enter the phone Schaefer Drug Store. H. R.
strike vte.lf,fHe declined to flisousB the announc- tournament on the courts of the Long-woo- d Parker. Adv.
,
Cricket club, Boston, next week.
ed refusal 'of the employes to accept
1IHIII STANDARD OF
COUKAtiE
possible federal arbitration and said
no definite time had been set for
that
flashed
have
no
words
Probably
conference.'
another
over the wires In all the long history
-- I ROW
"WARNER'S" '
CLAD"
An ultimatum in the wage dispute
''ONYX"
of the telegraph so rife with signifi
F
FOR
HOSE
firemen
between 55,000 engineers and
BLACK
cance aa those contained in the re of the 98 railroads west of Chicago
CORSETS
CHILDREN
STOCKINGS
port 6f the interstate commerce com and their employes was scheduled to
mission in Us investigation of the fi be presented jtoaay to tne manage
nancial affairs of the New Haven rail ment of the raids. jA gigantic strike
road. There is notnlng new in the which will M p'148,000 miles of
facts. Ever since Cain coveted his railroad Is imminent unless an agreebrother's success men have robbed ment fs reachedr according to the
and beaten and hoodwinked and bam union officials.
boozled each other, and school has
The ultimatum. It .was announced.
"STETSON"
contained
same.
the statement that 90 per
the
kept just
HATS
to
strike
That a gigantic corporation has cent of ih4 men "harf voted
FOR
been engaged in a gigantic fraud for unless their demands were acceded
MEN
years, is beside the mark. But that to. Counting of, the Btrike referen
f
a set of men in public office have duin ballots has jus4een completed!.
gained the moral courage to put them- The next move Is up' to the roads. It
selves on record In a document that may take the form of an appeal to
will astonish the world as unalterably the federal department of labor for
1
opposed to the system of highbinding arbitration.
lines west of Chicago,
Virtually-tal- l
theft whose ramificaand
tions reach the very foundation stones the Illinois Central and lines In Can
"GOSSARD"
of the national financial structure, Is ada west of Fort Williams, except the
LACE IN
without parallel. Names that have the Canadian Grand Trunk Pacific are
1FRONT
If.
been the terror of the little fry for a affected.
-2
CORSETS .
Warren S. Stone, grand chief engi
generation, that have become a tradition in the money marts of the neer of the Brotherhood of Locomoworld, are torn from the pedestal and tive Engineers, and W. S. Carter, pres
not censured but grilled like ident of the Brotherhood of Locomo; grilled
"""' tive Firemen and Englnemen, met
a mutton bone.
of
And what does it mean? Are men the general managers committee
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BOYS IN CAMP HAVING

STRENUOUS TIME
DRILLS AND EXERCISES
KEEP. NATIONAL GUARD COM--.- .
PANIES BUSY

MANY

'

;

'

n,

ls

m

d

STRIKE

GIGANTIC

The Mora Gem

.

......

'

A New

(By Optic Special Correspondent)
Demlng, N. M, July 14. For an hour
commencing at 7:40 a. nj. all com

Found in Mora.County

panies of the National Guard were put
under close order drill. For ft half
hour all companies of the militia observed the Sixth United States infantry In extended order drill From
9:40 a. m. to 11 a. m. the entire encampment were engaged. In extended
order drill.. At 1:30 In the afternoos
there wao a short bayonet exercise
session
drill, followed by a three-hou- r
of all companies In combat exercises.
The encampment and maneuvers
have created considerable Interest In
this section and there are numerous
daily arrivals of visitors from Arizona,
Texas and New Mexico points.
The following program has been approved by the general officers and the
chamber of commerce:
Wednesday evening there will be a
hand concert at the band stand on
Pine street from 7 to 8 p. m. Music
by the military band. During the
same evening all soldiers will be
guests of Manager Hull at the Comet
theater. Thursday evening, Company
I of Demlng will give a social hop at
the tennis court at 8:30 p. m. Music
bv the military band orchestra. Friday
evening, a reception will be given at
the Adelphl club to Governor McDonald, commander In chief of the First
regiment. The military orchestra will
furnish music for dancing.
On Saturday evening there will be a
concert at the band stand on Pine
street from 8 to 9 : 30 p. m. Next Sunday and Monday evenings band concerts at the camp.
There will be dress parade followed
...
t.
a
AWAinM . con
Uy gutira IIIUUUI cvcijr evcuiug a. u.uvi
and field operations by the Unltejf
States infantry and artillery next Sat
urday and Monday.
Colonel E. C. Abbott of the First
regiment N. M. N. G., arrived Tuesday morning and took charge of the
regiment.

We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

cut ready lor mounting.
!

Topaz and Sapphire.
...
.
Not an imitation, oithe Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

.
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Call and See Them at '

T A U P E R T,'S
n E5Ssx&i&tf&wm
1

committee, which today completed its
report. The report holds that senators who bought stock in the mine
did so as Individuals and made no
use of their official positions in pro
moting it

OWL ATTENDS CONGRESS
.14.

Roosting
Washington,
July
high on a ledge In a senate gallery
corridor today a screech owl peacefully snoozed while the senate was
in session. Through an open door
the strange visitor was in plain view
of Vice President Marshall. The bird,
showed no interest in the anti-trulegislation or the introduction of bills
and resolutions, but Just kept on
snoozing.

Cured of Indigestion
Mrs. Sadie P. Clawson, Indiana, Pa.,
was bothered with indigestion.
"My
stomach pained me night and day,"
she writes. "I would feel bloated "and
have headache and belching after eatEXONERATION
FOR SENATORS
I also suffered from constipaing.
Washington, July 14. Exoneration tion. My daughter had used Chamof John S. Williams, comptroller of berlain's Tablets and they did her so
the currency, and of all senators con- much good that she gave me a few
cerned In th charge of misuse of of- doses of them and insisted upon my
ficial letter paper for promotion of a Ltry'ing them. They helped me aa
North Carolina gold mine is contain nothing else has done." For sale by
'
ed in the findings of an investigating all dealers. Adv.
i

"SKINNER'S"
SILKS AND
SATINS

REDFERN'
SUITS AND
COATS

RUST-PROO-

'

.

They range in hardness between the

'

.

Mexico Stone

"VELVET GRIP"

"OMO":

HOSE

DRESS SHIELDS'

-,

..

SUPPORTERS

Final Clearing Sale

V.''
HARVARD
MILLS"
UNDERWEAR

Wednesday Thursday, Friday and Saturday

JULY 15, 16.

17

and

18

"DE BEVOISE"

BRASSIERES

law-defyi-

OFF ON ALL SUITS, COATS AND DRESSES

Jit

Opportunities for

"BOY SCOUT"
SHOES

Men of Brains
must have keen
men whoj can make good, but-t-hey
energy and vim that comes with health.
?

;

You

brain,

'ean start today to build the body and brain that

one
- carry
t

on to success.

Stop eating indigestible

tious foods and try

I

"STETSON"
SHOES
FOR MEN'

:

.

drape-i-

tats

$1

"ARROW"
BRAND
COLLARS

'

''There's a Reason"
food eomea ready to serve from the package

it tastes mighty good!

;'

$5.00

."
to

Bring this Coupon
the, Big Store and It
on
$150 and $4 Pump

c

Four Day Sale
July 15,16,17,18

"'

-

"the
V

-

"

20c Coupon

50c Coupon

This Coupon will be
accepted on any pair
ot
Sllpper3
worth $2.50 or more.

Store or
ft.

iskiii

E. Las Vegas:.

Ite-A-

this ' Coupon

60c find
&

"STEIN BLOCH";
SUITS
FOR MEN

men8
tenn,a

,ng8

Quality"
S&dU

15o Coupon

'.

If you need a pair of
Hoge
wm be
m& c

I

VJt

&d9

-

n.m:

Four Day Sale
July 15, 16, 17, 18

"ADAMANT"
BOYS' SUITS

and

I

"KELSER".
KRAVATS

,

so'd

on any Boys'

Suit in our store.

In the
.The phosphate of pottJh and other vital salts (grown
are retained.
grains), so necessary to nerve health,

Grape-Nu- t.

55c Coupon

$1,00 Coupon

This Coupon is worth

20 hours,
Made of whole wheat aid- - barley flours, baked for
It'l. quickly digested and cjntaln. a great abundance of nourish-

ment in small bulk.

,T

'

n

"EVERWEAR"
SILK HOSE

GUT OUT THESE CASH COUPONS

will

lnnutrl- -

and

For quick clea.re.nce we are offering our entire stock of Suits, Coa.ts and
Dresses on tremedous reduction of one hnlf. In doing this. We loose all profits
and part of our original cash investment. We prefer to loose money rather
than ca.rry over one single garment from one season to the next. itiThis sale
will cost us more than the profit on four days selling. All goods marked in plain
figures. Simply take one halffrom he original selling prices.

"REDFERN"
C0RSET3

andj-th-

.
'

.

by Grocers everywhere.
0m. I.'

"GOTHAM"
SHIRTS FOR
MEN

"WILSON

BROS"

GENTS'
FURNISHINGS

MANDEL MADE
WASH

DRESSES

"DU BROCH"
ROMPERS FOR
CHILDREN

'OLIVER TWIST
WASH SUITS
FOR BOYS

"BOSTON"
HOSE

SUPP0RTER3

JULY
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and Dan Archer compose the crowd.
Miss Laura Colgan left this afternoon Jor her home at Albuquerque.
Miss Colgan has been in this city for
the past three weeks visiting with
Miss DeSalx Evans.
Mrs. B. F. Lynx ofLas Cruces came
in this afternoon to attend the convention ot the W. C. T. U.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Broom of Trinidad came in this afternoon and will
remain in'vthis city for a few days on
a visit
Mr3 AdefeU. AV Scott, ' Mrs.. Lucia
Major, .Mra, Jane Manney and Miss
Leona Black came In this afternoon
from Tucumcari
They are the Td
cumcarl delegates to. the W. C. T. U.
convenipn thafc begins tomorrow.
Superintendent F. E. Meyers left
this afternoon for Albuquerque on a
short (Easiness trip.
Mrs. M 9. Kelley of Socorro was
one of , the arrivals for the W. C. T
U. contention this afternoon.
Representing Santa Fe at the W. C.
T. U. are the following, who Came in
this afternoon from the Ancient City:
The Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Shimer, Mrs.
KV
B. Patterson, Mrs. E. R. Barry,
Mrs. C. O. Harrison and Mrs. M. H.

PERSONALS
Lorenzo" Delgado,

the county clerk,

left laBt evening for Denver, where
be will attend the Elks Golden Jubilee
which is being held there this week.
Juan Abeyta, chef at the Meridian
cafe, left today for the Rio Pueblo,
where he will spend the coming two

weeks camping.
Mrs. Philip Stelnfeld of Mora came
in last evening from that place to
meet a Bister who is coming from
Philadelphia.
Mrs. Maude L. Greene of Vaughn
came in last night from that place.
Mrs. Greene is here to attend the
convention of the W. C. TV U, where
ehe will give several chalk talks.
U S. Crawford of Cherryvale was
a visitor in this city this morning.
Ike Lewis left this morning for the
T. M. C. ''a. camp in the upper Gal-lincanyon.
Frank Springer left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will
spend the coming tewdays. Mr.
Springer will go direct fom Santa Fe
to his ranch in Colfax county!, ...
Bird.
Richard Dunn of Gascon is among
Terry McGovern left last night for
to-J
the business visitors in the city
Denver on a short business trip.
i
day.
O. A.1 Larrazolo cama in this afterThomas Condon of Rociado is In.;
noon from Raton, where he has been
town on a short business trip.
few days on business.
J. F. Guthrie of Pueblo came In last for the past
Mae
Masterson of ToronMiss
Irene
. night and will remain here for a few
to, Canada; after spending the winter-ifriends.
with
days visiting
Nlles, Mich., arrived In Las Vegas
Georgia M. Lowrte and her sister, on
Sunday evening to visit her aunt
New
York'.
Dorthy B. Lowrie, both of
Mrs. --Peter Murphy.
city, arrived in this city last night
and wUl spend the next few weeks
visiting with friends in this city.
H. C. Button of Albuquerque Is a
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
'business visitor In the city today. Mr.
Button is opening an agency for the
National League
Dalton Adding Machine company.
RH.E,
Fred Nolette has left for Harvey's,! At Chicago
2 6 0
where be will spend a week fishing New York
10 1..
.
..4
Clifcago
and enjoying his vacation
1
'Batteries: Fromme, Wiltse and McWalter Coyote left this afternroon
Lean; Vaughn and Bresnahan.
for Kansas City.
FSweet
of
J.
the
Candy
Eyster
At St. Louis
RH.E.
company of Salt Lake City is In town
8 17 1
.
Boston,
on a short visit.
7 10 2
St. Louis '..
Mrs. J. W. Thomason and daughter
Rudolph, .. and
J James,
of Birmingham, Ala.,' "came In last .JPatteries;(
Perritt, Bailee, Griner and
whaling;
night from that' city any! will remain Wingo.
here for the rest of the summer with
ber daughter Bertha, Miss Bertha , ...
American League
Thomason taught music in the Old
At Washington
RH.E.
Town schools during the past year.
3 0
Detroit
.,..0
Victoria Padilla, a prominent sheep
3 9 0
Washington
man of San Ignacio, was In town toBatteries: Main and McKee; John-se- n
day on business.
and Alnsmlth.
Mrs. H. O, Smith, and daughter ot
El Paso came in last night and will At Boston
R.H. E.
be in the city for a few days.
0 2 3
Cleveland
Carl Brorlen, who is spending the Boston .
2 4 I
summer at Beulah came in last evenBatteries:
Morton, Bowman and
ing from that place and left this morn- O'Neill ; Collins and Carrigan.
ing with a load of supplies.
W. W. McDowell of Cincinnati is in
R.H.E.
At New York 1st Game
town visiting the trade. Mr. Mc- Chicago .
2 7 0
Dowell Is representing the Bischof New York
0 6 2
Clothing company of Cincinnati.
Batteries: Walsh and Schalk; Keat
Adam Merkle who has been in this ing and Sweeney.
city for the past few days visiting
,
friends, left today for Santa Fe.
R.H.E.
a ,.
Miss Ruth Mead of Cherryvale was Chicago1
1 6
3
a visitor in this city yesterday.
3 7 1
New York
George Webb of El Paso is among
Batteries: Faber, Cicotte and Mayer;
the visitors in the city today. :
Caldwell and Nunamaker.
A party of autoiss, making a tour
of the United States passed through
Federal League
here this morning.- The party balls
At Chicago
RH.E.
from Columbia, Ma, and is on the St. Louis
0 4 1
Tiome stretch, having but two more Chicago
6 16 0
.
states to visit before completfag their Batteries: Groom, Herbert and
tour. L. E. Maxwell, IT. B. Cook Chapman; Watson and Wilson.
.
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Second-Game-n--

S..ktf.f....

You Will Find

COTS

era

L11JIT

the best in all

SEASONS

Oj
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a

.

19U

FIVE
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o

it
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Louis

Chicago .
Batteries. Crandall and
Fisk, McGuire and Wilson,

Batteries: Durham and P. Graham;
Slagle and Crosby.
. R.ILE.
6
At Lincoln
11 13 .4
Simon; Lincoln
Des Moines .
7 10 2
Batteries; Scroggins and Rohr; DufR.H. E fy, Lackaff and Shaw.

6 10
1
6

R. H.E.
At Baltimore
t
R. H. E.
At Baltimore 1st Game
Buffalo ?";
10
2
6 11 7
Baltimore V .1 ... .
Batteries: Moore, Schultz, Ford and
Allen,- - Blair; Wllhelm and RuBsel,
Jacklltschi-.- .
R. H. E.
Second Game
2 7 1
Buffalo . ..,
6 10 1
Baltimore '
Batteries:
Ford, Woodman and
Blair; Smith and Jacklltsch..
R. TT. E.
At Brooklyn
0 5 2
Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
1,5, 0
Batteries: Dickson anvI Berry;
and Owens.

n

.

Fln-r.er-

Western League
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
1 3 1
Sioux City
2 S 0
Topeka . ,
Batteries:
Klein, Reilly and Murphy; Reisgil and McAllister.
At Omaha
Wichita
Omaha

3

5

3

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
Condensed Statement of the

PEOPLES BANK
June 30,

'

'

League
Chicago at New York.
SL Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at Boston.

,

Chicago.

4,750.00

...$113,180

tne

cheapest
are of
usually
the case in the very cheap ones,
thev are exnensive. as the wear
and comfort of style,' etc, of tea
does not justify even the small
price paid.
It Is our constant purpose to
GOOD
our customers
give
SHOES, shoes with a GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION, at a
cheaper price than Is usually
quoted, and to avoid selling poor
shoes at any price. As our en
tire stock is new there need be
no fear of shopworn, out of style
shoes. We never buy bankrupt
stocks of any kind. All shoes
other merchandise are
and
bought direct from manufactur
ers.
Infants' Soft Soles 25c and 49c.
Infants' Hard soles.. 49 cts.
69 cts. 79 cts, 89 cts. and
98c
Child's Shoes
79 cts. 98 cts. and $1.25
Misses's Shoes... 98 cts to $1.98
98 cts to $2.49
Hoys' Shoes
Our assortment of Ladles'
Shoes Is complete and fan-- ...
ges In price from $1.49 to $3.50
Our Men's Shoe Department
has in it practically .every-- .thing that Is called for
and is complete at prices
ranging from... $1.49 to $3.98
Owing to the excellent quality of shoes we are selling at
RIGHT PRICES many satisfied
customers are telling others and
it is only a question of time until all will know that the Golden Rule is dependable when it
states that they guarantee satisfaction In selling their merchandise, .not only shoes, but
all lines, f
In tooth Ladles' and Men's
Shoes" above $2.50 we save you
at least 50 cents over the usual
price quoted.
Try us and be convinced.
On the Plaza Las Vegas, N. M.

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE

Capitol
Profits and surplus
Deposit .

00

..
;

$114,220.00
10.125.76
276,187.62

2,038.72

.

133,589.61

'

$400,533.38'3

The above Statements are correct
JOHN W. HARRIS, President

$247,808.23

'
"1

ndialnapolis at Kansas City;v"
Buffalo at Baltimore. v
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.

'
eiits, Minnesota, representing the Interstate commerce commission.
Representative Ferris and other opponents of the bill In Its present shape
with whom Secretary Lane is understood to !be aligned,' Bay the bill
might leave a loophole for grants of
perpetual rights to private capital
1'his section, the especial bugaboo ot
the conservationists, provides:

Western League
Topeka at Sioux City. .
Wichita at Omaha.
St. Joseph at Denver.
Des Moines at Lincoln.

UPTON WILL NOT
BE PROSECUTED

"All provisions in this act contained fixed conditions upon which the

consent of congress is granted for
the construction of dams, shall apply
alike to all-'- , existing enterprises In
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
SEES NO
operation or authorized as well as to
GROUNDS ON WHICH TO
new projects to which the consent,, of
BRING ACTION
congress may hereafter be granted.
All conflicting provisions contained
London, July 14. The attorney gen- in
any acts of congress, granting coneral declared today there was no evi- sent to the construction of
any dam,
dence before him to justify the crimi- Is
and all such prerepealed
hereby
nal prosecution of Sir Thomas Lip-to- vious authorizations are so altered,
in connection with the recent amended and modified
hereby as to
army canteen scandals for which sev conform to all of the conditions and
eral army officers" and employes of
Lipton's, Limited, were convicted on
charges of accepting or giving bribes
to Influence con tfagfcs.
At the annual meeting of Lipton's
Limited, today, Sir Thomas was attacked by a number of shareholders.
Sir Thomas In a speech said nobody
could attempt to justify the acts of
il If SI si II
the men who had been implicated in
the canteen scandals, and nobody deplored them more than he did. He
declared such steps had been taken
as would effectually prevent a recur
rence of the scandals.
'ill.
The meeting concluded with a
round of hearty cheers and the expression of wishes for the success of
Shamrock IV in Its attempt to bring
back the America's cup to England.

provisions Incorporated la this act"
This is what they contend to be a
joker that should be changed to avoid
uprooting great irrigation work enterprises. The iframers of the. bill deny
that it is susceptible of any such construction.
STEAMSHIP

COMPANY

DIVIDENDS

New York, July 14. At a' meeting
today of the directors of the. Pacific
Coast company, which controls .the
raclfio coast steamship company,
operating various , steamship lines
along the Pacific coast from ; Nome,
AlaBka, to Mexico, It was announced
that dividends on the i second preferred and on the common etockjotad
been reduced from 1 to 1 per cent
quarerly. The 1 per cent quarterly
dividend on the preferred stock, was
continued. The reason given for ..the,
reduction was a business depression.
which according to th dlreotorsi was
more pronounced on the Pacific! coast
j

,

nnnn

Shoes, because if they
poor quality, which, is

Liabilities

.

n

To do this, does not ordinarily

-

$247,80!) &3

Liabilities
Capital .'
Profits .
Deposits

,

.$335,655.21
'8,685.29
,w Cash, and., due. froraf' banks.. 66,192.88
, t 111.
J.
$400,533.38

$223,817.?

19 210.45

,

1914

Resources
T,Taiis and discounts
, Furniture
anj, fixtures
.

....

New York at Chicagoi
Boston at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.

nSfLbuis at

June 30,

!..

National League

Federal League

TRUST COMPANY

1913

Resources
Loans and discounts
Furniture and fixtures
Cash and due from banks..

ti'- -

j

&

East Las Vegas , New Hexico

TODAY'S, BASEBALL

R. H. E.
11 6 1

Practice Economy
WhenBuyingnlShoes

buying

ENBERCER'S

2 Closman,

At Kansas City
S 9 2
Inianapolis
3 9 1
Kansas City
Batteries: Mullen, Kalserling and
Warren; E. Packard and Easterly.

mean

nnr

RH.E.

Second Game
St.

14,

il

than anywhere, else in the country.
RASPUTIN NOT DEAD
14. The report
that Gregory RaspuUn.j the monk and, 68
adviser of the emperor of Russia, had 3
died from the wound inflicted on him
recently by a woman In Potrovsky, hla
native village In Tobolsk, Siberia,
was unfounded. The monk was conveyed by steamer to Tyumen, accompanied by the governor of the province, the bishop of Tobolsk and two
'"'
doctors.
J

St Petersburg, July

'

LONDON WOOL AUCTION
London, July 14. Offerings at the
wool auction today amounted to 13,239
bales, including a large supply of
crossbred. Demand was brisk and
prices firm. The few merinos brouga
forward were eagerly taken for the

continent
,

Read The Optic Want Ads.

CLEARING

For One" Week
i.lT.S

!,

!Jf)i,.,

Commencing Wednesdqiy July 15th

ON THE

CONFERENCE

MM

BILL TONIGHT

i!,.-- .

We

are offering your choice of any Suit in the House

PRESIDENT WILL SEE SECRETARIES LANE AND GARRISON,
AND

AT

CONSERVATIONISTS

Washington, July 14. Conservationists In congress looked forward with
interest today to' the conference which
had;, been arranged to .be held .at the
White House tonight when efforts are
to be made to smooth out differences
over pending conservation legislation.
President Wilson, members of the cab
inet and members of the house plan
ned to consider the pending Adamson
general dam bill.
The bill Is designed to boom navigation on what are now, in the aggregate, thousands of - miles of shoaly
streams with possibilities' of power development attractive to private capital, but, practically prohibitive to. the
government if undertaken to promote
navigation only- The plan is to t
permits for
periods, for private construction of dams and locks so as to provide heads of water for the generation
for powof power and
er purposes for communities needing
light, fuel and power for manufacturing and other purposes.
President Wilson Is taking considerable interest in the Adamson bill,
and so are Secretaries Lane of the
interior department and Garrison of
the war department, both of which
departments would 'have jurisdiction
over respective details of the projects
under the bill. Those who were expected to confer with them included
Democratic Leader Underwood; Representative Ferris of Oklahoma and Len-roof Wisconsin, representing the
puI.Ho lands committe , and Represen
tatives Adamson, Georgia, and Stev--

33

1 -- 3

Br HEDUCTIOO

Consisting of the following Celebrated Makes:

Style Plus, Society Brand and Hirsch Wick-wir- e,
in all the latest styles and Fabrics. Any

.....
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If you have been neglecting
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to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TlflE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

UD'WDD
with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. Therejis no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. Tley have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
oldjvvay.

that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
THE DIFFERENCE IS

iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

TMQ'I
The Optic for a. whole yeoo a.nd this
lotbor
is only
saving-convenien-

ce

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

TrN'.rTTH

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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CREAM LOAF FLOUR
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WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN

TONIGHT

a,t

First Show Starts t 7:43
"Out of the Shadows"
(Thanhouaer 2 reel feature)
"Our Mutual Girl No. 2i
(Reliance)

For Bread.

HI"H4!IH

l I !

this Store.

The food that pleases all in the
summer and eliminates the hot
kitchen In connection with preparing meals for the family.
Kellog'e Toasted Wheat Biscuit, Wheat Flakes and Corn
Flakes.

v

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

IIIIIIHIH

'

For Pies.

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

automobile

Light
o'clock

For Cake.

3

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

Quaker Puffed Rice, puffed
Wheat, Corn Puffs.

NEWS

LOCAL

lamps

at

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
And anything else you want In
this line can be purchased at
our store

7:46

this evening.

off on any suit In
Adv.,; ;,--

the

JOHN II. YORK

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood

For any purpose.

Stearns' Store

Rye at the Opera

Bar."

Adv.

GROCER

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

AND,

BAKER
Get a pair of $5 Floersheim Oxford
shoe for $3.45 at the Palace Clothing
House all this week. Adv.
invest In some wildcat proposition and.
William Reed has removed froiii
then made off with the money.
his former residence at 716 Main to
910 Fifth street.
Tonight la your last chance to see
Miss Clare Heineman has returned Katiflym Williams in the "L,StW
the VHgraph comedy
to work at Bacharach Bros., after her Foundling,
featuring Sunny Jim. Photoplay to
two weeks vacation.
night only. Ad w.
Mrs. Ramon Gallegos, wife of the
"The World, the Flesh and the
sheriff, Is reported to be very ill at
Devil," six reel feature at th$ Browne
her home.
Theater tonight only. Admission 10
For men only. Society brand and and 15 cents. Adv.
Hirsch Wlskers Suits 33
per cent
off this week at the Palace Clothing
House.
Ben Lewis. Adv.
BENEFIT DANCE
1--

just purchased

patterns and designs.

a full line of Rugs In the very latest
X'i

All sizes and grades.

OF

If you need a

money

MAKE of Rug.

on ANY

Get our

-

pr'W.- -

f

"5

1-- 3

Place.

an
99

but lighter ere the bread,
cakes, biscuits, eta, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack' of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
'will 'soar.""'Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
'high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order a sack to

15he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbiet.
HalJet Raynolds, Cashier.
. D. Raynolds. Vice

President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000;'Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

'

'

In every department
cvre prepared

'

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

At

li.c Hoie

of l!;c Best of EverjIMng Eatable

The most wholesome meat
for summer is HUT TON.
The Best Mutton in Las Vegas to be had at
-

Tilt

.

GBAAI-

-

m

George Kans of Precint No. 51 has
applied at the court house for $96 as
bound for 30 coyotes and 18 wild cats,
killed by him during the months of
May and June.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Elks tonight at the Elks home.
All the members in town are requested to be present as there is some Important business to transact.

r

p

Several complaints have been received concerning an electric
light
pole in Hlllsite park. The pole has
fallen and is lying in the pathway
throuh the park and has caused several bad falls at night
O. Ev Burch,

had a taste of

the new parcel post ruling today
when he delivered a 50 pound saddle night
to the Clay & Haven livery stable.
The saddle was sent from Pecos and
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Jacob Kenestric wishes to excame under the new parcel post limit.
press through The Optio her deep ap
The summer students of the New preciation of the sympathy and beauti
Mexico Normal University will be the ful floral offerings extended to her
guests of Managers Hoffman and by her many friends, and the members
Browne of the Photoplay and Browne of Sherman Post, in her late bereave
theaters at a moving picture party to- ment Adv.
morrow afternoon at 4:30.
Big clearance sale at GreenbergerY
On Thursday afternoon the Normal Hart Schaffner and Marx suits. Adv,
students will be the guests of the Elks
WANTED Cseaa cotton rags at
club when a number of the Elks will
show the visitors through the
Oprto office

The New Mexico Normal University
will entertain the students at a lawn
party next Friday evening. The re
ception and entertainment commit-tee- s
have been in session several
times lately and some novel features
of entertainment are promised the
students,

ml

TeBterday evening the second game
of the tennis tournament was played
between.. 8. E. Cary and E, Rosen- thai, and the Barker brothers, Ithe
former winning two of the three sets.
In the girls' game Sally Ackerman
and Lucy Culberson -- defeated Sadie
Tooker and Eula Street in two of the
three sets.
Dr.

We clean and

amounting

to

spent the
entire morning at the New Mexico
Normal University examining teachers for health, certificates. The law
requires that each teacher have a
health certificate before being allowed tO tfettfch.,
;.
...... ...

Satisfaction guaranteed.

.

LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

LAS VEGAS STEAM
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Ernest Harlow; formerly of this
this city, has been eent to the Oregon '
state penitentiary for obtaining money
inder false pretenses. Mr. Harlow
succeeded in inducing several Las'
Vegas people to lend him money to

SECOND IIAtJD WHET
FOR THIS WEEK
1

Model 59 Over- -

land

.

.

.

1 Hupmobile, 1914 model,
1 Buick, 1911 model . .
1 Ford, 1913 model . .
1 Viehle touring car . .

S650.00
S850.00
$250.00
$250.00
$300.00

Delriot Electric
Light, Self Starter . .

1913-Abb- otf

$1,000

LAUNDRY.

'

'

,

FUNERAL OF FRANK PEPPERD
The funeral of the late Frank Pep- perd was held this morning from the
Pepperd residence, 1008 Sixth street.
Mr. Pepperd died last Saturday after
noon following an operation for gall
stonea Mr. Pepperd came to this
country in the early days and was
one of the first freighters between
Leadvijle and Denver, while Denver
was still a email town of only a few
houses. He moved from Colorado to
this state and took up ranching, which
business he followed until his retire
ment a few years ago The services
were held under the auspices of the
local G. A. R, post, the Rev. E. C. Anderson presiding, assisted by the Rev.
Norman Skinner.
The funeral was
under the direcalon of the Las Vegas
Undertaking company

SEEMS

HtrKlutKAiOl

CLEAN-U- P

20 per cent on
v.

New York, July 14. The record
made on Saturday last by Reinhold
Boehm at Johannisthal when he remained in the air for 24 hours and 12
minutes and flew 1,350 miles.- - has
caused members of the Aero club to
feel moe "confident, that Lieutenant
Porte will accomplish his proposed
flight in the air boat
America.
Boehm used an ordinary biplane in
his flight.
The route to be followed by Lieutenant Porte to the Azores Is 1,140
miles, or some 210 miles less than the
distance covered by Boehm.

any Refrigerator

t

tw

II

ccrRn

$12.00
Refrigerators
$45.00
Refrigerators

j

U

m)J.UU

$36.00

You have many months good use for a refrigerator and
cannot afford to let this opportunity slip.

J. C. JOHNSEN

(EL

SON.

Douglass Ave.

623-6- 25

TIRES AllD TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

(

ALL WORK DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

liE -- llfJEV -

LABOR

"CtlH r

Saved by Using

BE S' PEflB

-

PROBABLE

SELF RISING FLOUR
. .t

m

k H

'

f

,

Endorsed by; America's Finesl Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

r

-

ASK FOR IT
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POSTOFFICE NOTES
The postoffiee department at Washa dafly bulletin,
ington publishes
which, issues from the office of the
postmaster general and Is delivered
s
daily to all first and second class
in the United States. The following are the heads of the informa- post-office-

Just Riog us up.

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

vls-it!n-

trans-Atlant-

aye plumes.

We solicit your patronage.

R. K. McClanahan

The arrangements for the convenWoman's
tion of the New Mexico
Christian Temperance Union which Is
to be held In this city on the 15 and
16 of this month have been completed.
A large attendance from other parts
of the state Is promised and a lively
meeting is promised. Besides the local speakers a number of national repute in the Woman's Christian Temperance Union will appear on the program. Mrs. Maude L. Greene a chalk
talker of no mean ability will appear
1;
a series of chalk talks. Mrs.
Greene has visited this city before
and hag a large number of friends who
will be glad to hear her again. Miss
Anna Gordon, the vice president-at-largof the national Woman's Chris-t'o- n
Temperance Union Is "on the program for several talks.
Miss Anna Gordon, for 16 years vice
president at large of the National
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
became, by the death of Mrs. Lillian
M. .N. Stevens, Its acting president.
She was for 21 years secretary of
Frances E. WlUard and accompanied
that great reformer on her organizag
tion tours throughout the country,
every town of over ten thousand
population in the United States. The
many and varied offices held by Miss
Gordon best testify to the breadth
of the woman and the wide scope of
her telling work. Sne Is one of the
honorary secretaries of the World's
W. C. T. U., and in this capacity enjoys a reputation far beyond the confines of her own country. As general
secretary of the World's 'Loyal Tem- pereance Legion, the children's branch
of the W. C. T. U., she has made a
large place for herself In the hearts
and lives of. young people. Her music
al compositions, "Marching Songs" in
particular, have been a conspicuous
factor in popularizing the work of the
Loyal Temperance Legion and in, lining up the youth of the world In warfare against the saloon.
Miss Gordon has recently launched
a plan for the organization of children
and young people ar young campaign
ers for prohibition. In this movement
phe has set in motion a mighty force
for civic righteousness, and its success
is being demonstrated in various state
campaigns.
While retaining much of the conservatism of her early New England
training Miss Gordon blends with that
conservatism today the wider outlook
of the cosmopolitan a natural consequence of the extensive traveling
crowded into her later years. Of the
work and achievements of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union she
can truthfully say, "All of it I saw and
part of it I was." The organization
looks to her to lead It forward to new
and larger victories.

SUCCESS

We will clean free of charge
one pair of short gloves with
every garment

PROGRAM OF COMING CONVENTION INCLUDES --MANY WELL
KNOWN SPEAKERS

Straw hats, $2 to $3 values, 95c.
Clothing Store. Adv.

.
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Tickets have been issued for a big
benefit ball to be given by the baseball club on the evening of July 22.
The dance will be held in the armory.
and a delightful time is promised all
who attend. The floor will be placed
in the best of condition and the armory will be prettily decorated. All
the latest dances will be in vogue and
for those who do not dance the latest
the two-steand waltz will be conspicuous on the program.. Refreshments
v ill be served during the evening.
In giving this dance the baseball
club hopes to raise enough money to
purchase new equipment and to put
the diamond at Amusement park in
bitter condition in order that a faster
type of ball may be played. As It will
take quite a small sum of money to
make these improvements it Is hoped
that all of the dancers, and others
too, turn out to the baile next Wednes
day evening, one week from tomorrow

Adv..

Carrier

day.

BASE BALL CLUB

MAROONS PLAN HOP AT ARMORY
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR NEEDED EQUIPMENT

Have you taken advantage of our
per cent
July clearance sale? 33
off on any suit in the house. $4 and
$3 Bostonlan oxfords, $2.95. Talchert's

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

Not "Heavier Than Air

'

The Ladies' Aid of the First
church will meet with Mrs.
Jackson avenue, Thursday after"" ;
noon at 2:30 o'clock.

Rug don't forget t: see our line, "tfemember we can save you

OUR.

TEMPERANCE UNION

e

.

We have

1914

14,

Cereals of all Kinds

Brlds St

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

.

1

MUTUAL THEATER

For Biscuits.

1
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Hon columns given In the bulletin:
Grand orders, postofflce established, postoffiee sites changed, star service changed, star service schedules',

been established in 187ft.
A business custom which has met
the approval of the postoffiee department for 35 years must be a valuable

acting one.
postmasters
commissioned,
The daily postoffiee bulletin givea
st masters designated.
the pames of 60 fourth class postmasUnder these various heads all
the day's information that It Is Im- ters appointed on July 9. Of these
Misportant,, the postmasters should know Alabama secured 7, Indiana 10,
'
are arranged. In this manner every souri 6.
first and second class postoffiee is Charles Mann, Jr., was appointed
ktipt In touch with the daily business i postmaster at Old Albuquerque and
of the department. Today's issue is Byrd D.Garner at San Patricio, N. M.,
Vol. 35, showing the paper to have both on July 9.
,

